IDENTIFY THE LEVELS OF MEASUREMENT

1) List of cities grouped according the following populations: less than 100,000; 100,000 to 1 million, more than 1 million ______________________________

2) Types of bureaucratic behavior: climbers, conservers, zealots, advocates ___________________________

3) City manager, commission, mayor-council forms of government _________________________________

4) Social systems classifies as organic or mechanical ____________________________

5) Social systems rated on a scale of 1 to 5, from democratic to totalitarian ______________________

6) Expenditures of ten state governments on welfare ____________________________________________

7) Percentage of electoral turnout in the past five Presidential elections _________________________

8) Individuals listed as upper, middle, or lower class _________________________________________

9) Life expectancy figures for a list of countries _____________________________________________

10) Single-party, two-party and multiparty systems ____________________________________________

11) Legislator as delegate or trustee _______________________________________________________

12) Liberalism score based on % of a legislator’s vote favoring liberal legislation ______________

13) Traffic fatalities reported as a rate __________________________

14) Whether a city is located in Illinois, Ohio, or Indiana _________________________________

15) School enrollment __________________

16) Attitudes toward HMO's on a scale from 1 to 5 _________________________________

17) Age by category, 18-22, 23-30, 31-40 etc. ________________________________